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                Why book direct?


                
                    Complimentary full English breakfast included

Flexible cancellation policy *

Limited complimentary valet parking

Best rates guaranteed

Early check-in/late check-out**

 

*3 days instead of 7

**subject to availability on day of arrival
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                    Or call us on 01225 823333
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            why book direct?

            Best rates guaranteed

Limited complimentary valet parking

Complimentary breakfast 

Early check-in/late check-out**

Flexible cancellation policy**

*subject to availability on arrival day

** 3 days instead of 7 days
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        WELCOME To The Royal Crescent Hotel & Spa

        
            









Welcome to The Royal Crescent Hotel & Spa, a five-star retreat nestled in the historic city of Bath.

As you step inside, you'll discover a hotel that goes beyond providing just a place to stay. Set around an acre of beautiful gardens, our iconic sanctuary offers a tranquil escape in the heart of the city.

Our beautifully appointed bedrooms and suites feature unique designs with many offering spectacular views and our new Montagu's Mews restaurant, with a great selection of dishes to choose from is a culinary delight whatever the occasion. 

Take some time to unwind at our sensational spa, designed to offer you a blissful experience and a range of Templespa treatments that will leave you feeling rejuvenated.

With a prestigious history, boasting more than 250 years of charm and grandeur, we are one of the few landmark buildings in the world where you can actually spend the night. So come and immerse yourself in a truly historic experience - and you don't need to be a hotel guest to enjoy a drink in the bar, a bite to eat in the restaurant or a treatment in the spa...
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Our restaurant, bar and outdoor terrace - open to hotel guests and non-resident guests alike - serving refreshing drinks, delicious food and warm hospitality, and everyone is welcome.

Find out more.[image: ]

        

    










    
        

    

    


    








    
        MAY WE RECOMMEND
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                                Enjoy a relaxing midweek break from January to March 2024

                                2x1 Suite Delight 

                                DISCOVER MORE
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                                Make the most of your midweek off with this treat for all the family. Kids stay free!

                                FAMILY EASTER ESCAPE

                                DISCOVER MORE
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                                Indulge this Easter with a three-course dinner, a glass of Champagne and a luxury Easter Egg on this special two-night stay.

                                EASTER RETREAT

                                DISCOVER MORE
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                                Let your body and mind totally unwind

                                In Your Element spa break
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                                Explore our range of gift experiences 

                                Gift Vouchers
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                                A gourmet break in Bath

                                INDULGE YOUR SENSES DINER'S DELIGHT

                                DISCOVER MORE
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                                Your own private residence within the grounds of The Royal Crescent Hotel & Spa.

                                The Garden Villa

                                DISCOVER MORE
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                                How do kings and queens relax?

                                A ROYALLY GOOD NIGHT

                                DISCOVER MORE

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

        

    











    

    

    
        
            

            
            
        

    








    
        

            To hear about all our latest news and exciting offers, sign up for our newsletter below.
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                The Royal Crescent Hotel & Spa, 16 Royal Crescent, Bath, BA1 2LS United Kingdom

                Tel: +44 (0) 1225 823333 

                Email: info@royalcrescent.co.uk
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